Process – Morning sessions

Focus = SET UP:
Indicators and linked indicators

- Recap on INDICATOR SELECTION MODULE
- Split in Country Groups (or sub-groups):
  - This facilitate assistance from National Consultants
- Work though the different sections individually
- Make use of:
  - Guide to BioRA DSS
  - BioRA Team
- Record comments on the guide or on the DSS for feedback on Friday
Process – Afternoon sessions

Focus = KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE:
Response curves: Habitat and Biota

- Recap on RESPONSE CURVES MODULE
- Split into Discipline Groups (or sub-groups)
- This facilitate assistance from discipline specialists
- Work though the different sections individually
- Make use of:
  - Guide to BioRA DSS
  - Specialists’ Report
  - BioRA Team
- Record comments on the reports or on the DSS for feedback on Friday

Other modules

- If there anybody who is particularly interested in other SET-UP or KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE modules:
- Form a separate group
- Make use of:
  - Guide to BioRA DSS
  - Ask Alison or Cate for assistance
- Record comments on the guide or on the DSS for feedback on Friday
Thank You